INTRODUCTION:
SPEAKING ABOUT OR SPEAKING WITHIN?
I have been asked to speak about the subject of "Environmental Fluctuations and Cultural Change." Two different ways of speaking "about" a subject like this come to my mind. One is, perhaps, more properly called to "speak about X." The other could be termed to "speak within X." The latter, "to speak within X," is more common in scientific and technological discourses or in everyday conversation. This type of "immanent discourse" takes for granted a set of assumptions which are, beforehand and silently, underpinning the context in which X has a particular meaning. Of course, because such assumptions are unconsciously taken for granted, we are not aware that such a meaning is a possible one among others. That is, we are not aware that we are dealing with one possible interpretation instead of an absolute determination. When we deal with an absolute determination, we are trapped in its interior, for which we do not see boundaries of meaning. "Speaking within the subject X" means to ~Departmento de Sistemolog/a Interpretativa, Escuela de Ingenieria de Sistemas, Universidad de Los Andes, Mrrida 5101, Venezuela.
develop some considerations that do not challenge that invisible, and taken-forgranted, context of meaning. We place ourselves "within" the already established boundaries of X and move only within the discursive space defined by such boundaries. If, by accident, our discourse bumps into the boundaries, we rapidly come back to the interior because the bump is regarded as a warning that a "contradiction" is about to rise or that "mere talk" is about to start. The other way, which we have called "speaking about X," is intended to understand that taken-for-granted context of meaning of X. Its aim is to trace those untouchable--according to the first way--boundaries of X so that the unity of the accepted meaning can be seen against its context. In other words, this type of discourse attempts to see X from the outside so that its whole can be appreciated. This "whole" is, of course, not an absolute whole, but the dominating or common meaning. Once this whole meaning can be seen in its context, other meanings necessarily come to the fore and the otherwise "absolute" meaning looses its "absoluteness."
This "speaking about X" can more properly be called "a critique of X." The phrase, "critique of X," is taken here in a renewed Kantian sense of an examination of the possibilities and limits of our way of experiencing X.
I say "renewed" because instead of looking for the "necessary a priori forms," as Kant did, we are looking for the nonnecessary, historical, "takenfor-granted" conditions that are determining, imposing, and making invisible the boundaries of X. We are looking for "forms of power" that reduce X to its current boundaries.
When we, western scholars, living at the end of the 20th century, try hard enough to reach these boundaries and their forms of power, we are doomed to bump against the boundaries of Modernity. The problem at the end of the search, disregarding where reflection started (the provocative subject), is to trace those boundaries of Modernity from a stand outside Modernity. Unfortunately we do not have such a stand because we are trapped within these boundaries by those forms of power. The best we can do is to stand by the boundaries, look outside to what, for us, is an almost empty space, and begin to imagine shapes which could constitute an imaginary platform from which Modernity can be seen from outside. The attempt was poetically brought forth by H61deflin (1794, p. 59) in his poem "To the Germans":
Though your soul roams away, winged with its yearning soars Far beyond your own time, mournful you linger here, Cold on desolate shores, with Your own kind, but estranged from them.
Let us attempt to look ahead from this shore of Modernity through the question, "What is taken for granted in our preliminary understanding of the phrase 'Environmental Fluctuations and Cultural Change'?" In order to answer this question, I will follow the methodological guidelines of interpretive system-
